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Who We Are.
We bring something new and modern to wedding
videography. We are a team of creative professionals and our
style is cinematic storytelling. Multiple camera angles, cutting
edge equipment, beautiful instrumentals and creative editing
define our style. Let's be honest: simply turning on one camera,
pressing record and handing over hours of tape doesn't cut it
anymore.
 
 
Our business is based on the relationships we create with
our clients. We rely on the opinions and satisfaction of others, If
you're looking for something unique & "non-cheesy" you've come
to the right place. Plus, we think we're pretty fun to work with!
Everyone has a story that deserves to be told – we consider it an
honor and a privilege to be allowed to tell yours.



We start with a phone call! Covering all the details of the wedding and
exactly what your looking for. I explain our style in depth and make sure we are
a good fit for your wedding. The most important thing (aside from talented
vendors) is making sure we have great communication and are capable of
providing you with exactly what your looking for.
 
We want the films to be just as emotional in 50 years as they are today.
Allowing us to learn about you, your relationship, family and friends. We can
create a completely custom and wonderful film that you share for years to
come.
 
Filming style, composition & music choices are all important aspects to
the process. We create a custom and creative film that represents your
wedding and all the emotional moments of the day.

The Process.



The Packages.
Creative Classic

Cinematic Plus

Lead Videographer - 7 Coverage Hours

Second Videographer - 5 Coverage Hours

Multiple Camera Angles

Professional Audio Equipment

Custom Wedding Film Edit

Second Videographer - 6 Coverage Hours

Multiple Camera Angles & Backup Camera

Lead Videographer - 10 Coverage Hours

Aerial Cinematography

Gimbal Camera Stabilization

Professional Audio Equipment

Custom Wedding Film Edit

Cinematic Highlight Film

À la carte

$1,950.00

$2,950.00

Add Time (per hour, per shooter) - $125

One Minute Instagram Video (day after wedding) - $350

All Raw Footage From Wedding - $250

Ultra HD (4K) Coverage of Wedding Day - $800

Expedite Editing (two weeks) - $750

Same Day Cinematic Highlight Fim - $1,900

Fifteen Second Instagram Video (day after wedding) - $150



Once we have gone through all the details for the wedding we have a
very easy booking process!
 
We will send you a digital contract to fill out that has all the times and
locations of your wedding. The contract can be filled out by email and
we accept a retainer of half down to secure the date. The invoice can be
paid by Square (our invoice software) or a check sent to our office here
in Kent. Once received you will be issued a receipt, confirmation email
and your date will be secured in our calendar!
 
A couple weeks before the wedding we will send you a full detailed
itinerary to fill out along with an editing checklist and invoice. This allows
us to make sure we know the timeline of the day along with all your
editing specifications. All documentation we send you will be followed by
a phone call.
 
We know how crazy wedding planning gets so we will always be in
communication!

The Booking.



I would love to set up a phone meeting and get things going! Feel free to
email us or call me directly anytime.

- Mark 

The Next Step.

 
 

VowstoVideoCleveland@Gmail.com
330.310.0900

 


